
This workshop includes:

• How to Bring Out the Best in
Difficult Students

• Teacher Safety—the Essentials

• How to Calm Angry Students—
Like Magic

• How to Get Defiant Students to
Cooperate Quickly

• 15 Quick and Easy Interventions
That Get Results

What Works, What Doesn’t Plus
Motivating Students to Do Their Very Best

Come hear

author, creator

Dr. Larry Koenig

Larry Koenig, PhD, is the author of

Smart Discipline®—America’s most

widely-used system of discipline.

He is the author of Smart Discipline®

for the Classroom, Happily Married For

A Lifetime and seven parenting books.

Educators find Dr. Koenig to have a

delightful ability to talk exactly

about what is going on in

today’s classrooms and to give both

meaningful and practical advice.

Don’t miss this rare opportunity to hear

one of the most timely and riveting

speakers in America today!

Classroom Discipline

Classroom discipline has become such a problem today
that both students and teachers are dropping out in
record numbers. We have researched the most effective
ways to intervene in the problems that confront educa-
tors today. From these findings we created Smart
Discipline® for the Classroom—the quintessential guide
to respect and cooperation. 

Now the Smart Discipline® for the Classroom Workshop is
coming to your area. You will learn a vast array of tech-
niques that foster attitudes conducive to learning. In the
workshop we will cover topics such as:

• How to prevent misbehavior.

• How to get defiant students to want to learn from you. 

• What never to do with an angry student

• How to motivate students to pay attention.

• A surefire way to get students to stop talking

• A quick fix for constant complainers

• Build self-esteem and correct behaviors at the same time

• Dangerous situations—how to keep yourself and the 
other students safe.

What School Administrators Say:

“Smart Discipline Works! It consists 
of a wide variety of concrete solutions
to allow for differences in teaching
and learning styles. It’s a must for
beginning and seasoned teachers.”
Jim Berry, Principal
Northwestern University Lab School

“Here is a common sense, practical
approach to good discipline. Well
organized, logical, and sequential. It’s
like having a toolbox filled with tools.”
Curt Boudreaux, Retired Principal
Education and Business Counselor

“Smart Discipline interventions get
immediate results. Our teachers 
report actual changes in respect 
and cooperation with even highly 
difficult students.”
Joel Neil Gross, Ed.D.
Professor of Education
Hominy Mental Health Ctr.*As Seen on PBS

Also: How to Respond to Children in Times of Crisis—What Every Teacher Needs to Know

Smart Discipline®
FOR THE Classroom* WORKSHOP

For more information on this seminar —

call 800-208-0807
or visit us online

www.smartdiscipline.com


